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If a that black chick straightens her hair out wouldn't be appropriate for a white guy to go off at her - racist eitherway.
One of the original wearers of dreadlocks Last edited: Jun 19,

Why did the chicken cross the road? To prove to the possum that it could be done! Why did the turkey cross
the road? Why did the chicken go to KFC? He wanted to see a chicken strip. Why did the rooster cross the
road? To cockadoodle dooo something! Can a hen speak english? Yes, she can chicken. Did you hear about
the chicken who could only lay eggs in the winter? She was no spring chicken. Which day of the week do
chickens hate most? How did the headless chicken cross the road? What happens when you drop a hand
gren-egg? What do you call a chicken with a piece of lettuce in its eye? Why did the piece of gum cross the
road? Why did the chick disappoint his mother? Whats the difference between meat and chicken? If you beat
your chicken it dies. What did one chicken say to the other after they walked through poison ivy? Why did the
chicken cross the road, roll in the mud and cross the road again? Because he was a dirty double-crosser! What
did the chicken do when he saw a bucket of fried chicken? She kicked the bucket! What do you get if you
cross a chicken with a cement mixer? To see his brother! What kind of chicken grows on a tree? Why did the
cactus cross the road? It was stuck to the chicken! Why did half a chicken cross the road? To get to its other
side! How did the chicken wake up? It had an alarm cluck. Why did the chicken join a band? Because it
already had drumsticks. How do you get a fat chick into bed? Why did the chicken cross the road twice? He
was a double-crosser! What do you call a crazy chicken? Because there were chicks on the other side. What do
chickens study in school? What do you call a smelly coward? Because it is an independent female flightless
bird. Why did the chewing gum cross the road? Because it was stuck to chickens bum. What happened to the
chicken whose feathers were all pointing the wrong way? She was tickled to death! Why did the rooster run
away? What do chickens grow on? Why did the chicken cross the basketball court? He heard the referee
calling fowls Q: Why is it easy for chicks to talk? Because talk is cheep! Why did the chicken cross the
playground? To get to the other slide. What do you get when you cross a rooster with a telephone pole? What
do you get when you cross a chicken with a duck? A bird that lays down! Why did the chicken go to Burger
King? To see a chicken strip. What happens when a hen eats gunpowder? She lays hand gren-eggs! Why did
the chicken cross the "net"? It wanted to get to the other site! What does a chicken need to lay an egg every
day? The farmer counted his chickens before they hatched. What do you call a rooster who wakes you up at
the same time every morning? Why did the chicken cross the road half way? He wanted to lay it on the line! If
the Rooster layed an Egg on a roof, witch way would the egg roll? What do chicken families do on Saturday
afternoon? They go on peck-nics! What do you get when you cross a chicken and a four-leaf clover? What do
chickens serve at birthday parties? What do you get when a chicken lays an egg on top of a barn? How do
chickens bake a cake? Why did the chicken cross the road roll in mud and cross the road again? Because he
was a dirty double crosser Q: What did the sick chicken say? How does a chicken mail a letter to her friend?
What do you call the outside of a hand gren-egg? What does an alarm cluck say? What do you call a group of
chickens clucking in unison? Why does a chicken coop have two doors? Because if had four doors it would be
a chicken sedan! Why did the t-rex cross the road? He wanted to get to the chicken strip club. How does a
rooster kiss his girlfriend? There peckers on their face. What do you call someone who steals chicken? A
Chicken Pot Pirate. There are thirty cows and twenty eight chickens. Why did the pervert cross the road?
Because he couldnt get his cock out of the chicken. Because they were chicken Q: Why did the chicken stand
in the middle of the road? Coz he wanted to play squash! I hope one day chickens will be able to cross the
road without being judged on their motives. I heard chickens are cheeper by the dozen.
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Fitness_Chick Posts: 6, Member Member Posts: 6, Member Member Hey Elizabeth, NWfamilygal is my best friend and
neighbor. When she said she was watching me I figured she meant "literally" so I stood up and looked over at her puter
room window, LOL!!!!!!!!

History[ edit ] â€” The four took their band name from the song and album Dixie Chicken by Lowell George
of Little Feat , [6] originally playing predominantly bluegrass and a mix of country standards. All four women
played and sang, though Maguire and Robison provided most of the instrumental accompaniment for the band
while Lynch and Macy shared lead vocals. In , Maguire still known then as Martie Erwin had won second
place, and in , third place in the National fiddle championships held at the Walnut Valley Festival in Winfield,
Kansas. The record titles were significant; during that period of time, the bandmates dressed up as " cowgirls
", and publicity photos reflected this image. The Dixie Chicks began building up a fan base, winning the prize
for "best band" at the Telluride Bluegrass Festival and opening for established country music artists, including
such big names in that genre as Garth Brooks , Reba McEntire , and George Strait. Robin Lynn Macy was not
pleased with their change in sound, however. She left in late to devote herself to a "purer" bluegrass sound,
remaining active in the Dallas and Austin music scenes. As Maguire and Robison considered their options and
the major record labels waffled over whether they should take a risk on an all-woman band, a few reviewers
took note of their talents: Some record label executives will be kicking themselves soon enough when the
Dixie Chicks are queens of the honky-tonk circuit. If their show at the Birchmere last week was any
indication, these Chicks have what it takes to make the big time, yet no major label has taken the plunge to
sign them. The deal was finalized with Sony over the summer of At the time, the sisters stated that Lynch had
been considering leaving the band for over a year, weary of touring, and hoping to spend more time with her
daughter at home. Commercial success with Wide Open Spaces and Fly[ edit ] The Dixie Chicks at the
Country for Kids concert in in Stafford, Virginia With the addition of Natalie Maines , the new lineup had a
more contemporary sound, as well as a new look, leaving their cowgirl dresses with their past, giving the band
a broader appeal. After Maines joined the band, the instrumental lineup was essentially the same, though
Maines was not an acoustic bassist. Instead, she played acoustic and electric guitar , and occasionally electric
bass guitar or papoose in concert. She sang lead vocals , with Maguire and Robison singing backing vocals.
That gave Emily and [me] a chance to branch out, because we loved those kinds of music but felt limited by
our instruments. A single " I Can Love You Better " was released in October , and reached the Top 10 on
American country music charts, while the new lineup recorded the rest of their debut album. Wide Open
Spaces was released on January 23, This first album for the current band added a widespread audience to their
original following, entering the top five on both country and pop charts [22] with initial sales of 12 million
copies in the country music arena alone, setting a record for the best-selling duo or group album in country
music history. Dixie Chicks albums have continued to place in the list of the 50 best-selling albums in
American history over a half-decade after they were released. However, a few of their songs brought
controversy within their conservative country music fan base, and two songs caused some radio stations to
remove the Chicks from their playlists: The band later made a video portraying the nefarious deed, with actor
Dennis Franz playing the murdered husband. In an interview, Maines commented about Sony worrying about
the reference to "mattress dancing" in "Sin Wagon", refusing to discuss it in interviews. A Tribute to Heroes
telethon following the September 11, attacks. The three women found themselves home, in Texas, each
happily married, planning families, and writing songs closer to their roots, without the usual pressures of the
studio technicians from the major labels. In addition, the text of the opening track and first single, " Long
Time Gone ", was a pointed criticism of contemporary country music radio, accusing it of ignoring the soul of
the genre as exemplified by Merle Haggard , Johnny Cash , and Hank Williams. Approximately six million
copies of Home were sold in the United States. Natalie Maines said afterward, "I want to check the record
books and see how many fathers and daughters have won Grammys together". Controversy[ edit ] This section
may be too long to read and navigate comfortably. Please consider splitting content into sub-articles,
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condensing it, or adding or removing subheadings. This concert kicked off their Top of the World Tour. It
dropped out of the entire chart the following week. Maines attempted to clarify matters on March 12 by
saying, "I feel the President is ignoring the opinions of many in the U. I feel that whoever holds that office
should be treated with the utmost respect. We are currently in Europe and witnessing a huge anti-American
sentiment as a result of the perceived rush to war. I love my country. I am a proud American. Lipton, who had
signed on as full sponsor of the Dixie Chicks tour, was barraged with complaints from consumers threatening
to boycott their products along with those of their parent co-sponsors, Unilever and Pepsi. Lipton fully
honored its sponsorship and financial commitment to the Dixie Chicks, but had to readjust specific local
aspects of the sponsorship activation where research polls determined that public sentiment was particularly
damaging. In one famous anti-Dixie Chicks display, former fans were encouraged to bring their CDs to a
demonstration at which they would be crushed by a bulldozer. On July 25, , the Associated Press reported him
saying: It was like a verbal witch-hunt and lynching. During a prime-time interview with TV personality
Diane Sawyer , Maines said she remained proud of her original statement. The Dixie Chicks are free to speak
their mind. They can say what they want to say Freedom is a two-way street Held in Greenville, South
Carolina , on May 1, it was attended by a sell-out crowd of 15, tickets for most of the shows had gone on sale
before the controversy erupted [58]. The women arrived prepared to face oppositionâ€”and Maines invited
those who had come to boo to do soâ€”but the crowd erupted mostly in cheers. The degree of hatred directed
toward the Chicks included a specific death threat against Maines in Dallas that led to a police escort to the
show of July 6 and from the show directly to the airport. Maines said, "We always felt like we were searching
for ways to make an impact outside of music A lot of positive things have come from it, and this is just one of
them. In the ad, the Chicks are about to give a stadium concert when the electricity suddenly goes out; they
continue anyway, performing an a cappella version of "Cowboy Take Me Away" to the raving cheers of the
fans. Should the Dixie Chicks like to make an unconditional financial donation to the American Red Cross, we
will gladly accept it. A Concert for the Gulf Coast telethon. The song was one of only two performed at the
concert that was not donated for the subsequent DVD. The Chicks subsequently made their new single
available as a digital download single with proceeds to benefit hurricane relief through Habitat For Humanity
and the American Federation of Musicians Gulf Coast Relief Fund, rather than the Red Cross. Written by the
Dixie Chicks and songwriter Dan Wilson , it directly addressed the political controversy that had surrounded
the group for the previous three years. We knew it was special because it was so autobiographical, and we had
to get it right. And once we had that song done, it freed us up to do the rest of the album without that burden.
Thus, the band considered the album not so much political as very personal. Taking the Long Way was
released in stores and online on May 22, The band felt they had nothing to lose by a newer approach, and
possibly quite a bit to gain. The album contained several tracks that seemed to indirectly reference what the
group called "The Incident", and the group remained defiant. They limit what you can do. The Chicks became
the first female band in chart history to have three albums debut at No. In June , Emily Robison noted the lack
of support from other country music performers: It became a sickening display of ultra-patriotism. Why do
you have to be a patriot? This land is our land? You can like where you live and like your life, but as for
loving the whole country Ticket sales were strong in Canada and in some Northeastern markets, but notably
weak in other areas. A number of shows were canceled or relocated to smaller venues due to poor sales, and in
Houston, Texas , tickets never even went on sale when local radio stations refused to accept advertising for the
event. As part of the tour, the Dixie Chicks became the first major band to hire a designated blogger
"all-access" to keep up with them in their promotional activities and tour. Maines interpreted the wins as being
a show of public support for their advocacy of free speech. Shut Up and Sing. Ads were rebuffed by the
smaller CW network as well, but local affiliate stations of all five major broadcasters, including NBC and CW,
ran promotional spots for the film in New York and Los Angeles, the two cities where it opened that day. At a
December rally in Little Rock, Arkansas , Maines expressed support for the West Memphis Three , three men
convicted of a triple murder who many believe to be innocent. Country singer and guitarist Keith Urban
appeared at selected shows. The trio appeared in the music documentary Sounds Like a Revolution about then
recent protest music in America. During the set, Maines stated that there was "zero hesitation" when the group
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was asked to do the show. In August , the Dixie Chicks announced their first full length tour since , the Long
Time Gone Tour through various cities across Canada in The tour incorporated the C2C: Country to Country
festival held in London and Dublin during March A studio version of the performance was released to digital
outlets the following day. These posts continued throughout the month of July. On July 31, Maines posted a
picture with Jack Antonoff in the studio and with the hashtag dcx; some have speculated that he will be
involved in the production of this project.
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Chapter 4 : Where's Your Name?
Dixie Chicks' official music video for 'There's Your Trouble'. Click to listen to Dixie Chicks on Spotify:
theinnatdunvilla.com?IQ As featured on The.

Chapter 5 : Dixie Chicks - Wikipedia
English Where's Rabbi Waxman? Â© by Jack T. Chick LLC - See this tract in other languages. - See other tracts in
English. - To share this tract, use the buttons below.

Chapter 6 : Locations and Information | Chick-fil-A
Chick-fil-A (/ tÊƒ Éª k f Éª Ëˆ l eÉª / chik-fil-AY, a play on the American English pronunciation of "fillet") is an American
fast food restaurant chain headquartered in the city of College Park, Georgia, specializing in chicken sandwiches.
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The Anatomy of a chicken. by Karen. There are several types of chicken combs. Between my 4 chickens I have 2 single,
and 2 pea combs. Single Combs are dominant in Rhode Island Reds and Pea Combs are often seen in Ameraucana or
Araucanas.

Chapter 8 : Whatever happened to that chick who bullied the kid with dreadlocks? (Where's Egypt?) | IGN B
White Chicks pulled out all the stops, and remains one of my favorite movies to watch till this day. There was just so
much hilarious material, that was quite different from some of the other comedies I had recently seen.
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Find industry contacts & talent representation. Access in-development titles not available on IMDb. Get the latest news
from leading industry trades.
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